Background-Recent studies show that virtual histology intravascular ultrasound (VH-IVUS) can identify plaques at high risk of rupture, such as thin-capped fibroatheromata, raising the possibility of immediate targeted intervention. However, plaque classification entails border recognition and subjective assessment of plaque architecture, introducing interobserver variability without confirmation by core-labs. Furthermore, the accuracy of local versus core-laboratory VH-IVUS plaque classification and effects of different plaque definitions have not been examined. Methods and Results-Local observers classified 100 VH-IVUS-defined coronary plaques to determine single center inter-observer variability; multi-center variability was determined by comparison with VH-IVUS core-laboratory analysis, and compared with gray-scale IVUS. Frequency of plaque types using different published plaque definitions also was determined. Single-center VH-IVUS inter-observer agreement was strong (kappaϭ0.86), but lower for thin-capped fibroatheromatas (kϭ0.59) because of observer judgments on presence and location of confluent necrotic core. Multi-center inter-observer agreement for plaque classification was lower again (kϭ0.71), particularly for thin-capped fibroatheromatas (kϭ0.56). Different plaque definitions further reduced VH-IVUS-defined thin-capped fibroatheromata numbers by 44%. The diagnostic accuracy of gray-scale IVUS to identify thin-capped fibroatheromata was poor for both observers (21 and 29% correct), with low inter-observer agreement (kϭ0.14). Conclusions-VH-IVUS plaque classification, and particularly VH-IVUS-defined thin-capped fibroatheromata identification, varies significantly between local observers, and particularly in comparison with core-laboratory analysis. Differences in VH-IVUS plaque definitions introduce further variability between studies. These factors reduce the use of VH-IVUS plaque classification to guide intervention in a "live" clinical setting, and also affect comparison of diagnostic accuracy and natural history of plaques between studies. (Circ Cardiovasc Imaging. 2012;5:86-93.) The online-only Data Supplement is available with this article at http://circimaging.ahajournals.org/lookup/suppl/
P ostmortem studies demonstrate that human atherosclerotic plaques that undergo rupture manifest a particular morphology 1,2 and are often not flow-limiting. The highest risk plaques are the thin-capped fibroatheromata (TCFA), where a fibrous cap of Ͻ65um separates a relatively large necrotic core from the lumen. [1] [2] [3] While histology can identify risk after an event, plaque classification in vivo before an event requires an imaging modality of sufficient resolution to identify subplaque anatomy and to distinguish between tissue subtypes. Virtual histology intravascular ultrasound (VH-IVUS) uses spectral analysis of radio frequency intravascular ultrasound to create a tissue map of 4 tissue types (necrotic core, fibro-fatty, fibrous, and calcium). 4 VH-IVUS can differentiate plaque tissue types with high predictive accuracy (93.5% to 96.7%), 5 and VH-IVUS plaque classification has demonstrated good correlation with histology, with positive predictive values for VH-IVUS of 85.3% for fibroatheromata, 86.9% for TCFA, and 92.9% for calcified TCFA. 6 The use of VH-IVUS in detecting high risk plaques has been demonstrated by studies showing that VH-IVUS-identified TCFAs (VH-TCFAs) are increased in acute coronary syndrome versus stable angina patients, 7, 8 and are at high risk for multiple cardiac adverse events in prospective studies, 9, 10 such that changes in VH-IVUS plaque composition are used to determine efficacy of potential therapies for atherosclerosis. 11
Clinical Perspective on p 93
These studies show that VH-IVUS-based plaque classification provides important prognostic information on the natural history of individual plaques, raising the prospect that identification at the time of percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) can direct immediate treatment. Currently, local therapy for potentially vulnerable plaques is not recommended because of lack of evidence of efficacy, 12 although pilot studies using a "luminal shield" to stabilize VH-IVUSdefined vulnerable plaques have been positive. 13 A widespread change in clinical practice would require that VH-IVUS plaque classification does not vary significantly between operators, and is similar to core-laboratory analysis used for VH-IVUS validation.
VH-IVUS plaque classification depends critically on subjective assessments of plaque morphology that may vary between observers. For example, VH-TCFA are defined in one set of plaque definitions as a plaque with plaque burden Ͼ40%, confluent necrotic core (NC) Ͼ10% plaque crosssectional area, and NC in contact with vessel lumen, all for 3 consecutive frames. While core-labs can use off-line analysis to measure confluence of NC and whether they are in contact with the lumen, 14 this is not available "live" during PCI, and the resultant inter-observer variation in plaque classification has not been determined. VH-IVUS classification requires correction of luminal and external borders, which may vary between different centers, resulting in different volumes of plaque components. 15 Refinements in plaque definitions requiring a substantial amount of contact of the NC with the lumen to define a thin fibrous cap also have been introduced. 16 Knowing the variation in plaque classification resulting from these factors is crucial if VH-IVUS is to be used to make clinical decisions, and for pooling of data from multi-center trials without a core-laboratory. Finally, VH-IVUS is not widely available, and it is not known whether conventional gray-scale intravascular ultrasound (GS-IVUS) can provide similar information to allow plaque classification. GS-IVUS can reliably distinguish calcified and noncalcified plaque, [17] [18] [19] and echo-lucent areas on GS-IVUS have good specificity (Ͼ90%) to predict lipid-rich necrotic core. 17, 20, 21 However, the ability of GS-IVUS to classify plaques has not been validated against VH-IVUS.
Methods

Recruitment
Thirty-eight patients Ͼ18 years of age were recruited following admission to Papworth Hospital NHS Trust, for PCI for stable angina or following an acute coronary syndrome, and underwent protocol-driven 3-vessel VH-IVUS before PCI (demographic data are given in Supplemental Table 1 ; online-only supplement). All patients gave written informed consent and the study was approved by the Cambridgeshire regional ethical committee-3 (ref 07/Q0106/47, NIHR study number 5421). All authors had access to the primary data.
Intravascular Ultrasound Acquisition
After baseline angiography, a 20 MHz IVUS catheter (Eagle-eye, Volcano Corporation, Rancho Cordova, CA) was passed distally into each coronary artery of sufficient size following intracoronary glyceryl trinitrate (100 to 200mcg). Motorized pullback to the aortic ostium at 0.5 mm/s was performed during which time GS-IVUS was recorded digitally. Radiofrequency data were acquired at the peak of each R wave for reconstruction by a radio-frequency data recorder and integrated software (S5 consul, Volcano Corporation, Rancho Cordova, CA). PCI was then performed according to the operator's preference.
Intravascular Ultrasound Analysis
The 38 patients contained 59 coronary arteries with diseased segments (plaque burden Ͼ40%), which were identified by an external core laboratory, the Krakow Cardiovascular Research Institute. VH-IVUS observer 1 randomly selected 100 plaques from these segments and then 1 frame from each plaque using a random number generator. The external elastic lamina and luminal borders were traced automatically by the software and then manually altered off-line following consensus between 2 experienced VH-IVUS operators at Papworth Hospital. The gray-scale version of each frame was analyzed independently by 2 experienced GS-IVUS operators (different to the VH-IVUS observers), using the following accepted GS-IVUS definitions: 22, 23 1. Calcified plaque: confluent echo-opaque area, brighter than the adventitia, and casting an acoustic shadow. 2. Necrotic core: confluent echo-lucent area surrounded by plaque areas of higher echogenicity. 3. Absent fibrous cap: necrotic core adjacent to the lumen at any point without evidence of an overlying fibrous cap (an area of higher echogenicity).
The presence or absence of these 3 components was recorded, and tissue types considered significant if observers judged that they constituted Ͼ10% of total plaque area. These decisions then were used to classify the plaques from the gray-scale images using a system summarized in Table 1 , which is adapted from accepted VH-IVUS definitions. 24 Single-and multi-center agreement for plaques of different subtypes with classification criteria shown adapted from standard virtual histology intravascular ultrasound definitions. 24 The corresponding VH-IVUS frames were analyzed independently by 2 VH-IVUS observers to determine the presence or absence of the same plaque characteristics as described above. Color maps and percentage composition of each plaque component are automatically generated by the software; observers therefore evaluated each necrotic core that was Ͼ10% of the total plaque area to ensure confluence, as noise in the image can be assigned necrotic core status by the software, normally as individual pixels, but if enough are present they can add up to Ͼ10% of total plaque area ( Figure 1 ). 16 Each plaque was classified according to the same system used in the gray-scale analysis ( Table 1 ). The VH-IVUSdefined plaques were classified by consensus and used to determine the accuracy of the gray-scale observers at identifying tissue types within plaques and subsequent plaque classification. All 4 observers performed a repeat analysis at least 1 week after their initial analysis to calculate the intra-observer variability of both modalities.
Variability in Plaque Classification
GS-IVUS and VH-IVUS observers were compared to calculate inter-observer variability of the 2 modalities for frames of each plaque type. Recently, different criteria for classification of VH-IVUS-defined TCFA have been published requiring NC be in contact with the lumen for at least 36 degrees of the luminal surface to constitute a thin cap. 16 All VH-IVUS frames were reanalyzed by these criteria, to calculate the reduction in number subsequently classified as TCFA. Half the plaques (nϭ50) were randomly selected to act as a separate cohort for additional studies of variability. These included the effect of guidelines requiring confluence and luminal contact be present for 3 consecutive frames for classification of VH-defined fibroatheroma and TCFA, respectively. 16 Plaques were reclassified by both VH-IVUS observers using this 3 consecutive frame standard from a 3.5 mm (7 frame) segment of each plaque to determine the effect on inter-observer variability. To evaluate the multi-center inter-observer variability, the validation cohort was analyzed by an external core laboratory (Krakow Cardiovascular Research Institute) for independent border correction and plaque classification. Differences in measured vessel geometry and plaque composition affected by the border corrections were recorded for single cross-sectional frames and the resulting variability in plaque classifications calculated. In addition, variability in the volumetric analysis of the entire arterial segments by both centers was recorded, including a comparison of remodeling index for individual plaques, a recognized feature of plaque vulnerability. 25 
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 5.00 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). GS-IVUS plaque classification was compared with VH-IVUS and expressed as a number correctly classified with sensitivity and specificity. Inter-and intraobserver variability are expressed as Kappa coefficient of agreement. Quantitative data are expressed as meanϮstandard deviation. Quantitative data were compared using paired t test; a 2-sided probability value of Ͻ0.05 was considered significant. Correlation is expressed as the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) and agreement between paired data expressed using Bland-Altman plots to compare the mean against the difference in the measurements. 26
Results
VH-IVUS Single-Center Inter-Observer Variability
NC confluence and lumen contact can significantly alter plaque classification on VH-IVUS ( Figure 1 and 2); we Figure 1. Effects of necrotic core confluence on VH-IVUS plaque classification; frames A and B both have necrotic core burden of Ͼ10% of total plaque area. However, A demonstrates nonconfluence and is classified as a pathological intimal thickening (PIT), and B demonstrates confluence and is classified as a thick-capped fibroatheroma.
Figure 2.
Effects of lumen contact of necrotic core on plaque classification. A, shows a necrotic core with limited luminal contact (Ͻ36 degrees); this would be classified as a thin-capped fibroatheroma under the standard definition, 21 but is classified as a fibroatheroma under the new definition. 20 B, shows a necrotic core in contact with the lumen via multiple points (white arrows) for Ͼ36 degrees and contains Ͻ10% calcified plaque, and is classified as a thin-capped fibroatheroma. C, shows a necrotic core in contact with the lumen for Ͼ36 degrees and contains Ͼ10% calcified plaque, and is classified as a calcified thin-capped fibroatheroma.
therefore first examined inter-observer variability in VH-IVUS-based plaque classification. VH-IVUS inter-observer agreement was strong, with complete agreement in all 3 of the components tested in 81 of 100 plaques (kϭ0.86). Calcified plaque is automatically determined and quantified by the VH-IVUS algorithm, resulting in complete agreement between VH-IVUS observers for calcified plaque (kϭ1). However, inter-observer agreement was weaker for the subjective criteria, including confluent NC (kϭ0.77) and absence of fibrous cap/luminal contact (kϭ0.67), resulting in interobserver variability for VH-TCFA (calcified and noncalcified) classification of kϭ0.59. Single-center inter-observer correlation for all VH-IVUS defined plaques is shown in Table 1 . Repeat analysis by both observers demonstrated good intra-observer agreement for VH-IVUS observer 1 (kϭ0.86) and 2 (kϭ0.94).
We also assessed the effect of requiring 3 consecutive frames of confluent NC and luminal contact on the interobserver variability when classifying VH-defined fibroatheromata and VH-TCFA (Supplemental Table 2 ; online-only supplement). This reduced inter-observer agreement for all VH-defined fibroatheromata ( 
Effect of Different VH-IVUS Thin-Capped Fibroatheroma Definitions
While we used the most widely used plaque definitions to classify plaques (see Methods), recent VH-IVUS definitions for TCFA have required Ͼ36 degrees of necrotic core/ luminal contact. 16 Adopting this definition led to the reclassification of 7 of 24 (29%) frames that were originally classified as VH-TCFA. This was compounded, if combined with the requirement for these criteria to be met in 3 consecutive frames with 7 of 17 (41%) plaques classified as TCFA in our analysis, under the initial definition being reclassified as fibroatheromata.
VH-IVUS Multi-Center Inter-Observer Variability
We next examined multi-center inter-observer variability with border correction and subjective assessment of cross-sectional frames by an external core laboratory (Krakow Cardiovascular Research Institute; Table 2 ). Correlations between measurements of vessel geometry and plaque composition between centers were high (rϭ0.88 to 0.99). Bland-Altman plots of the agreement for plaque composition are shown in Figure 3 . Percentage differences in vessel area (0.4%), lumen area (6.9%), and plaque burden (4.2%) were small. However, they resulted in the minimal luminal area of 7% of plaques decreasing below 4 mm 2 , and the plaque burden in 7% of plaques becoming greater than 70%; both of these thresholds are associated within an increased risk of multiple cardiac adverse events in prospective studies. 9 The NC content varied on average by 2.9% between the 2 centers and did not alter in any frame from below to above 10%, necessitating plaque reclassification. However, the calcified plaque content varied more significantly (16.2%), and in 4% of frames increased from below to above 10%, necessitating reclassification of fibroatheromata into calcified-fibroatheromata. Judgment of confluence of NC conflicted in 4% of plaques and for NC contact with lumen in 22% of plaques between centers. Differences in definition of the intimal border between the 2 centers led to NC coming into contact with lumen in 15% of plaques, reclassifying fibroatheromata into TCFA (Figure 4) . Overall, multi-center inter-observer agreement for all components was weaker then single-center (kϭ0.71 versus 0.86), varying between kϭ0.91 for calcified plaque, kϭ0.63 for confluent NC, and kϭ0.39 for NC lumen contact respectively. Multi-center inter-observer variability for each plaque type is shown in Table 1 .
Volumetric analysis of all plaque segments was also performed by both centers (Supplemental Table 3 ; onlineonly supplement). Vessel length of 1061 mm were analyzed, and the relative difference in total plaque volume was 6.9% for individual components; NC (6.2%), calcified plaque (16.0%), fibrous plaque (15.0%), and fibro-fatty plaque (35.0%). As with the single frame analysis, correlation between measurements of plaque composition was high (rϭ0.93 to 0.99). Bland-Altman plots of the agreement for plaque component volumes are shown in Supplemental Figure 1 (online-only supplement) . The remodeling index of Table 2 each plaque varied on average by only 5% between centers. However, this led to an alteration of 16% of plaques being classified as positively remodeled using the accepted remodeling index of 1.05. 27
. Effects of Border Correction in Different Centers on VH-IVUS Plaque Composition for Cross-Sectional Frames
Plaque Components and Classification are Poorly Detected by GS-IVUS
To correctly classify plaques using GS-IVUS, each observer had to agree with the VH-IVUS in all 3 plaque components tested. Sensitivity and specificity of gray scale observers in detecting these components were between 38% to 90% (Table 3) , and varied widely between calcification and NC. GS-IVUS was particularly poor at detecting NC adjacent to the lumen, a crucial determinant for TCFA identification. Correct plaque classification by GS-IVUS varied between 25% and 28% between observers. GS-IVUS observers were more successful at distinguishing calcified plaque than NC (Observer 1: 71 of 100 versus 41 of 100 plaques; observer 2: 90 of 100 versus 48 of 100 plaques). The diagnostic accuracy for TCFA detection was poor for both GS-IVUS observers, between 21% and 29%. Diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for the classification of all plaque types using GS-IVUS are shown in Table 4 .
The overall inter-observer correlation for the GS-IVUS observers was kϭ0.29. The inter-observer correlation was stronger for identifying calcified plaque (kϭ0.60) than confluent NC (kϭ0.08). Inter-observer correlation was also poor for identification of absence of fibrous cap (NC in luminal contact; kϭ0.09), and as a consequence the inter-observer correlation between GS-IVUS observers for TCFA classification was poor (kϭ0.14). Intra-observer variability for GS-IVUS observer 1 was moderate (kϭ0.54), but better for GS-IVUS observer 2 (kϭ0.80).
Discussion
VH-IVUS is being used increasingly to study the natural history of atherosclerosis, 9, 11 with or without specific therapeutic interventions. As VH-IVUS is not used extensively for clinical decision-making, large VH-IVUS trials rely on multicenter recruitment and core-laboratory analysis. While this approach ensures consistency of analysis and classification within the trial, future use of VH-IVUS plaque classification for clinical decision-making cannot rely on off-line corelaboratory analysis. For this reason, the intra-and interobserver variation of plaque component analysis and plaque classification is critical to the widespread acceptance of this technique.
We first examined the single-center inter-observer variability for identification of plaque components and plaque composition. There was significant variability in plaque classification between the local VH-IVUS observers, despite agreed border definition. This was because of subjective decisions on necrotic core confluence, and the significance of necrotic core surrounding calcium, where areas of dense calcification were frequently found surrounded by VH-IVUS-determined NC (Supplemental Figure 2 ; online-only supplement). For exam- ple, of 41 plaque cross-sections that contained Ͼ10% calcified plaque, only 1 did not contain also Ͼ10% necrotic core. While the presence of necrotic core and calcification may be linked pathophysiologically, some VH-IVUS-defined NC is likely to be artifact, as the attenuated signal behind large calcium deposits may be erroneously labeled by the virtual histology algorithm as necrotic core. 16 Indeed, Sales et al have shown a proportional increase in the amount of tissue labeled necrotic core by VH-IVUS adjacent to newly added "artificial" calcium deposits. 28 One proposed solution to this issue is to weight the importance of necrotic core dependent on its location; if the only necrotic core present is behind large calcific inclusions, plaque classification would tend toward fibrocalcific rather than calcified-fibroatheroma. 29 This subjective judgment introduced another source of variability between VH-IVUS observers. In our study, following consensus, 5 of 40 plaque cross-sections that had both Ͼ10% calcified plaque and necrotic core were deemed not to have significant confluent necrotic core because its locality was solely behind dense calcification.
This study also evaluated the effect of performing border correction and plaque classification at different centers. VH-IVUS plaque classification is dependent on crosssectional area rather than volumetric compositional analysis. Multi-center analysis border correction performed in different centers caused small but significant changes to the percentage difference in cross-sectional composition (NC area 2.6%, calcified plaque area 9.1%, fibro-fatty plaque area 17.5%, fibrous plaque area 10.4%). Bland-Altman plots show acceptable pairing of measurements with narrow limits of agreements and few (Յ3) outliers. However, because plaque classification depends on decisions on plaque architecture as well as percentage composition of components, multi-center inter-observer agreement on plaque classification was weaker then single-center (kϭ0.71 versus kϭ0.86), an effect that has not previously been studied. Multi-center volumetric analysis of the entire diseased plaque segments revealed greater percentage differences in plaque volume components (NC volume 6.2%, calcified plaque volume 16.0%, fibro-fatty plaque volume 35.0%, fibrous plaque volume 15.0%) than for the cross-sectional areas of single frames. These differences are greater than previously reported in less diseased segments, 15 and may be important if future clinical trials rely on volumetric analysis performed by different centers.
We also analyzed the effect of different VH-TCFA definitions, crucial to compare VH-TCFA frequency between different studies. Previously only minimal luminal contact of the necrotic core was required. 24 However, this may overestimate TCFA frequency, as the axial resolution of IVUS is 120 to 200 m, insufficient to exclude the presence of an overlying fibrous cap thickness of between 65 to 200 m. Some groups, therefore, use a VH-TCFA definition that requires that necrotic cores have luminal contact for at least 36 degrees. 16 Although this does not have a direct analogous link to the histological definition, it reduces the number of plaques classified as TCFA in our study by 44%.
We finally examined the ability of GS-IVUS to identify plaque components and classify plaques in comparison with VH-IVUS. GS-IVUS is in widespread clinical use and if it performed well would negate the need for VH-IVUS plaque classification. GS-IVUS could detect calcified plaque with high sensitivity (71% to 90%) and low inter-observer variability (kϭ0.60). However, GS-IVUS detected necrotic cores poorly (sensitivity 41% to 48%) or overlying fibrous cap (sensitivity 38% to 50%), compared with VH-IVUS. Dense calcification gives a characteristic hyper-echoic pattern on GS-IVUS that was easy to identify, and closely matched the area designated as calcium on VH-IVUS. However, there were frequent discrepancies between echo-lucent areas on GS-IVUS and necrotic cores as determined by VH-IVUS Figure 1 ; online-only supplement), resulting in poor diagnostic accuracy of GS-IVUS for diagnosing VH-IVUS-defined NC (29 to 34 of 71 diagnosed correctly, with 14 to 16 false-positives). This may partly reflect differences in what is detected by each modality. Hypo-echoic regions on GS-IVUS can identify histologically-proven lipid pools with a sensitivity of 65%. 20 In contrast, the VH-IVUS algorithm may not classify these lipid pools as necrotic cores, as it is designed to identify a mixture of compounds found in necrotic cores such as lipid, cholesterol clefts, and microcalcifications. 30 Thus, echo-lucent areas may not be recognized as necrotic core by VH-IVUS; instead, heterogeneous areas often are classified as necrotic core, and relying on echolucency alone in GS-IVUS may miss some necrotic cores.
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Limitations
Our gray-scale analysis was performed with a 20 MHz IVUS catheter, when a higher frequency catheter would have higher spatial resolution. The gray-scale was compared against VH-IVUS plaque classification, chosen because of its previous histological validation. 5, 6 However, the ability of VH-IVUS to correctly recognize necrotic core has been questioned. 31 In view of this, and considering the limits of spatial resolution discussed earlier, VH-IVUS plaque classification should not be considered directly analogous with the goldstandard of histology. However, we feel that VH-IVUS remains clinically useful due to its ability to prospectively identify high risk plaques. 9, 10 In addition, VH-IVUS analysis may be affected by the presence of thrombus. The analysis algorithm is unable to recognize thrombus, frequently classifying it as fibrous or fibro-fatty tissue, and hence reducing its diagnostic accuracy when significant thrombus is present. 32 To limit this effect in this study, none of the plaques were selected from the culprit arteries of the patients who had had an acute coronary syndrome. Finally, the analyses were done on plaques, not patients; it is therefore possible that different results might arise from analyses that account for correlation among plaques within patients Conclusions VH-IVUS plaque classification had low inter-and intraobserver variability. However, VH-TCFA detection showed greater inter-observer variability, due to disagreement over confluence of necrotic cores and lumen contact, and was weakened further when border correction and plaque classification is performed in 2 different centers. This interobserver variability needs to be taken into account when analyzing studies that pool data from multiple centers without a central core laboratory, or proposing VH-IVUS plaque classification of TCFA as a clinical tool.
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